Sarasota Christian School 2020 Summer Reading
Assignment AP Literature and Composition
Facebook Group:
I have set up a Facebook group for the AP lit to discuss reading, etc.
https://www.facebook.com/SCS-AP-Lit-2020- This is a private group, so
please request access.
Part One: Short Stories
Read the chapters of How to Read Like aProfessor and the short stories in order that they
are listed.
As you read, highlight and annotate (add explanatory notes to) each chapter and story.
Your annotations could consist of questions, comments(reactions), objections/arguments,
connections, etc.
You may also want to take notes on anything you wish to discuss further when we are
together in class. Both How to Read Literature Like a Professor a nd the short fiction
selections will be discussed and analyzed during the first weeks of class. Failure to
complete the summer assignment will hinder your ability to participate in class and affect
your 1st nine weeks grade.
For each chapter and short story pair, write one paragraph of analysis. You need to have AT
LEAST 8 sentences per paragraph. See the model I have included. Note the format of the
paragraph, as well as the analysis. Use the chapters to help you analyze the short story. You
will have 3 paragraphs when you are finished - 1 per short story. These assignments ARE
NOT meant to be research projects. Trust your own analytical skills and write a response
that reflects your personal reading of each text. I know you will have many insights, so
show your stuff! You can get copies of ANY of the short stories by typing in the name of the
short story, the author's name, and "pdf' into Google.
Symbol
A. Introduction How to Read Literature Like aProfessor
B. Chapter 12: Is That a Symbol? and "Hills Like White Elephants" by Earnest Hemmingway
C. Chapter 7: "Or the Bible" and "Young Goodman Brown" by Nathanial Hawthorne
D. Chapter 18: If She Comes Up, It's Baptism and "How Far She Went" by Mary Hood

Sample Analysis Paragraph
The format for your paragraphs is as follows
1. Topic Sentence - something you can argue - not a fact
2. #1 Concrete Detail - A quote from the text to support your thesis statement
3. #1 Commentary - You are now going to discuss your analysis of the quote in order to let
your reader know what YOU THINK about the short story, using the chapter in How to Read
... to help you.
4. #2 Commentary - Created the same way as above
5. #2 Concrete Detail -ANOTHER quote from the text to support your thesis statement
6. #3 Commentary - Created the same way as above
7. #4 Commentary - Created the same way as above
8. Conclusion - Now that you have analyzed the short story, what new ideas have you come
up with to show the readers a new side of the story?
Example:
I used a poem rather than a short story so you could quickly read the text and understand
the paragraph example. Chapter 19: Geography Matters... and "In Praise of Prairie”
In Praise of Prairie by Theodore Raethke
The elm tree is our highest
mountain peak; A five-foot drop
a valley, so to speak.
A man's head is an eminence upon
A field of barley spread beneath the
sun.
Horizons have no strangeness to
the eye. Our feet are sometimes
level with the sky
When we are walking on a treeless
plain, With ankles bruised from
stubble of the grain.
The fields stretch out in long, unbroken
rows.
We walk aware of what is far and close.

Here distance is familiar as a friend.
The feud we kept with space comes to
an end.
"In Praise of Prairie" by Theodore Raethke from Selected Poems.© Anchor Books, 1966. Reprinted with permission.

Examples of the paragraph form and the content:
1. Topic Sentence -- The poem "In Praise of Prairie" by Theodore Roethke is about finding
beauty and strength in the setting that represents home and reveals that setting is
reflective of the value of the land to the people on a spiritual level.
2. #1 Concrete Detail - In lines 1-2, "The elm tree is our highest mountain peak; A five-foot
drop a valley, so to speak," the speaker acknowledges how limiting nonnatives may view
the prairie.
3. #1 Commentary- Commonly, humans are awestruck by majestic mountain peaks and
beautiful valleys, and many writers have immortalized their beauty, and, the speaker
acknowledges how low, both physically and symbolically, the prairie appears to outsiders.
4. #2 Commentary -- In the prairie dwellers' world, a humble drainage ditch and an
average-sized tree serve aslittle in comparison to the majesty of the Rocky Mountains or
the Grand Canyon, however, this speaker has the ability to seek out and appreciate the
particular and unique beauty that the prairie offers.
5. #2 Concrete Detail - In lines 3-4, "A man's head is an eminence upon; A field of barley
spread beneath -thesun," and-lines 5-6,-"Horizons have no-strangeness to-the eye,·Our-feet
are-sometimes level with-the sky." offer a comparison of prairie dwellers and superior
beings, serving to elevate the status of the individuals.
6. #3 Commentary- The word "eminence" in line 3 provides a literal and symbolic meaning
to support the idea of setting shaping the individuals living there. The word is defined as
both "fame or recognized superiority, especially within a particular sphere" and "a piece of
rising ground." Literally, the man is taller than the barley stalks, but he is also recognized as
holding superiority within the setting and throughout the prairie.

7. #4 Commentary- To continue the theme of the prairie dweller's elevated status, in line 5
the speaker notes that horizons hold no trepidation, as in the old adage "Beyond here lie
dragons," for these people, but rather a familiar, comfortable sight. Line 6 also elevates the
people's status to a god-like position when their "feet are sometimes level with the sky."
The literal optical illusion serves as a reminder of these people's superiority in their flat
world.
8. Conclusion -Raethke, a son of the prairie, ironically elevates the "down low" of the prairie
mentioned in How to Read Literature Like a Professor from a place of "fields, heat [and]
unpleasantness" to a superior place where man can walk like the gods.
This would be a complete paragraph. I just numbered and labeled the parts for
clarification purposes.

Part Two:
1.
2.
3.

Read a minimum of 3 books of “literary merit” you have never read before.
Complete a “Book Review” for each book. Directions on back of this handout.
Complete an AP essay in class on a book you read. This will be given to you on the
first Friday back from school. Possible essay prompts:
https://mseffie.com/iOpeners/Open_Questions.pdf

Possible book choices:
1.
A novel of “literary merit”
2.
A play of “literary merit”
3.
An epic poem of “literary merit” (such as The Odyssey, The Iliad, Paradise Lost, The Inferno,
etc.). For extra incentive to read the full story and because of its foundational importance to
my class and literature, as well as its length, The Odyssey counts as two books. If you read
this book, make sure to check the webpage for specific directions on how to complete the
book reviews.
You may decide to read any assortment of books from the list--e.g. two novels/one play or three
novels or one of each, etc. If you are unsure if your book choices are “literary merit,” ask Dr.
Hedgcock, or see the lists linked on the website. Ask yourself: Is it studied at most universities? Is it
a classic? Is it on any of the lists posted on the website? When in doubt, email Dr. Hedgcock: the
earlier in the summer the better. Also, when in doubt, read Shakespeare or The Odyssey.
Make sure to not choose one of the books we’ll read in AP Literature. This year’s selections are:
Fences by August Wilson,Things Fall Apart b
 y Chinua Achebe, Slaughterhouse-five by Kurt
Vonnegut, Hamlet b
 y William Shakespeare, Heart of Darkness b
 y Joseph Conrad,  Jane Eyre b
 y

Bronte, or The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde.

AP Book List:
https://www.crowleyisdtx.org/cms/lib5/TX01917780/Centricity/Domain/882/AP%20lit
-%201971-2017-Titles%20from%20Open%20Response%20Questions.pdf

College Lists
● Kings' College Cambridge University
https://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/reading-lists/english-readinglist
● UPenn
http://www.english.upenn.edu/graduate/requirements-rules-procedures/first-yea
r-oral-exam/50-book-list
● Princeton
https://complit.princeton.edu/undergraduate-program/current-majors/reading-se
lection-list
Other Lists:
100 Best Novels: http://www.modernlibrary.com/top-100/100-best-novels/
50 Best Plays of the Past 100 Years
https://newyorktheater.me/2013/06/27/the-50-best-plays-of-the-past-100-years-a
ccording-to-entertainment-weekly/

Project Rubric:
Category

Evaluation Questions

3 books

Is there clear evidence you read 3 books of literary merit through your Book
Reviews and essay?

Book Reviews

Are the book reviews completed with thoughtful and accurate details? Is
genuine care and attention paid to the information? Is it accurate? Is it
insightful? Does it exceed what can be found on Sparknotes?

AP Essay

How is it assessed in terms of the AP essay rubric?

Book Reviews:
For each book that you read, you must complete a separate book review--three in total.
Book reviews should be kept in a non-spiral lined or blank (not grid) composition journal that
you buy specifically for class and will use the entire year. During the year, we’ll do assignments
starting in the front of the journal. Book reviews throughout the year will be kept in the back of the
journal and you’ll be able to access them quickly if you place them in the back and work your way
forward throughout the year. Therefore, as you complete these book reviews this summer, I’d like
you to start on the last page in your journal and work forward as you complete them.
Minimum 2 pages (front=1 + back=1) for each book review, maximum 4 pages. If you read
the Odyssey, it’s a 4 page minimum and 8 page maximum.
Here’s what each book review needs to answer (please number your responses):
1. Title
2. Author
3. Nationality of Author
4. Genre Type
● For example: Gothic novel, Renaissance comedy, Modern Play (adjective and type of book)
5. Date of first publication
● Not when your specific copy was printed but when the book first came out
6. Historical context of book
● What was specifically going on historically/culturally during the time period the book is set
in? For example, if you were reading The Great Gatsby, you would tell me the basics of the
Jazz Age, post-WW1 economic trends, specific and pertinent biographical connections to F.
Scott Fitzgerald, etc.
7. Favorite Quotes
● Minimum of three quotes with explanations of why you chose this quote and what makes it
so important or memorable. Make sure to include page numbers so you can refer back to
them later.
8. Symbols/Allusions
● Identify or draw three symbols and a short description of how each extends beyond their
literal meaning and/or identify three allusions to other works of literature and how this
reference adds depth to the narrative. You could have a combination of the two.
9. Character map

●

A family tree of names or you could draw pictures of 5+ characters. I also want you to
include short quotes (2-3 words) or adjectives describing them directly from the narration
or from your own evaluation of them

10. Questions
● A minimum of five in-depth discussion questions you have about the book, characters,
author, or the larger themes and ideas of the book.
11. Plot outline
● As detailed as possible. You can write in paragraph, bulleted list, or “flow chart” format.
Example:

Reference materials to review:
Literary Allusions:
http://skipnicholson.com/APSI/APSI%202016/321A%20AllusionListCheatSheet.p
df
Mythological Allusions:
Quizlet: https://quizlet.com/_3lbd5?x=1jqt&i=1fz4fb

History channel:
https://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/greek-mythology
Biblical Allusions:
Quizlet: https://quizlet.com/_5kdjg?x=1jqt&i=1fz4fb

